Housing is an integral element of a nation’s
economy. Its backward and forward
linkages with other parts of the economy
closely bond people’s needs, demands and
social processes with the supply of land,
infrastructure, building materials, technology,
labour, and housing finance. These linkages
allow housing to act as an important engine
for sustainable development and poverty
reduction in both society and the economy.
Operating within an overarching governance
framework, defined by institutional and
regulatory systems that enable society to
build homes and neighbourhoods, housing
has an inescapable physical manifestation
through the building of houses, dwellings,
shelter, accommodation, site & services and/
or residential units. Without a functioning
housing sector, urban centres cannot be
established or developed. A functioning
housing sector offers appropriate, affordable
housing and sustainable patterns of
urbanization - which are critical for the future
of our ever-urbanizing planet.".
A Practical Guide for Conducting:
Housing Profiles - UN HABITAT

THE KIGALI HOUSING MARKET
INVESTOR BROCHURE
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LETTER FROM MAYOR OF KIGALI

Mr. Fidele Ndayisaba
Mayor of the City of Kigali

Dear Reader,

CITY
OF
KIGALI
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This brochure has been prepared to provide you with an overview of the housing
market in Kigali, the capital city of Rwanda. We have striven to provide clear answers to the following questions: what is
the demand and supply of housing in the
city? What type of housing could be developed in Kigali? How can we finance
and build housing in Kigali? This information has been extracted from The Housing
Market Study prepared by the City with financial support from the European Union.
The study is available for consultation at
the City of Kigali One Stop Center Offices.

Our city, Kigali is at the center of Rwanda’s
development. It is a fast growing, safe,
clean and dynamic city which looks to the
future with confidence and a planned approach to growth, thanks to visionary urban planning. The city will be instrumental
in forging Africa’s first knowledge-based
society -- turning away from small-scale
agriculture and embracing services like
information and communications technology, finance, minerals processing and
higher education. Moreover, Kigali is rapidly consolidating its role as a services and
financial hub for the East African region.

Rwanda today is embarking on one of
the boldest development visions in the
planet. During the last decade Rwanda’s
government has taken the steps to ensure sustainable and equitable growth,
implementing a new constitution, joining
the Commonwealth and taking a far more
active role in the collective politics of East
Africa. With a strengthening economy,
growing at an average pace of 7% a year,
and with a Human Development Index
of 45 increasing at a faster rate than any
other country in the world, Rwanda is the
4th easiest place to do business in Africa
after Mauritius, South Africa, and Botswana, according to the World Bank.

A key element for the sustainable growth
of Kigali is the provision of decent housing
for all. To that end, we are committed to
ensure the availability of financing, land,
utilities and building materials and an adequate regulatory framework.
We welcome your interest in Kigali and
look forward to providing you with the support that you need to develop housing in
our city.
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QUESTION 1

KIGALI DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
Population and Projected Households 2012-22
2.500.000

Projected population
1,059,000 @ 2011
1,957,312 @ 2022
3,059,457 @ 2030
5,347,178 @ 2040

2.000.000

1.500.000

Population growth
1.000.000

5,7% annually
2005 to 2010

500.000

Household size
4,70 @ 2012
4,27 @ 2022

0

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Population

1.119.901

1.184.207

1.252.206

1.324.109

1.400.141

1.480.539

1.565.553

1.655.449

1.750.507

1.851.024

1.957.312

Households

238.091

254.202

271.405

289.771

309.380

330.316

352.669

376.534

402.014

429.219

458.265

WHAT ARE THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF KIGALI?

Kigali is the capital city of Rwanda, seat of
government and main economic centre.
It is also the primary city, concentrating
around 67% of the total urban population
in the country.
Currently, the city covers about 731 km2,
but occupies about 100 km², half of which
are built. The other half corresponds to
high gradient slopes and wetlands. Kigali is
divided into three administrative districts:
Gasabo, Kicukiro and Nyarugenge.
In 2011, Kigali had population of
1,059,000. The city has been growing
very fast since the 1960s and its growth
accelerated in the second half of the
1990s as a result of the political events in
the country.

GDP Growth

Rwanda Real GDP growth (%)
Eastern Africa-Real GDP growth (%)
Africa-Real GDP growth (%)
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QUESTION 2

PROJECTED STRUCTURE OF SUPPLY OF NEW
DWELLINGS (Current Conditions) 2012 - 2022

WHAT IS THE CURRENT HOUSING STOCK AND
PROJECTED SUPPLY?
Of existing housing stock in 2011 (223,000
DU), about one half is in good condition
(42,710 DU) or can be upgraded (71,487
DU). The remaining (108,903 DU) constitute overcrowded or low-quality units,
which need to be replaced and which accounts for backlog demand.
New housing is delivered into the Kigali
market through the formal and informal
sector. The formal sector is that which
works within exiting regulations and
norms and includes formal developers
and the established construction industry.
The informal sector is constituted by
spontaneous initiatives, mostly by
individual households.
Annual new dwellings supply in the
formal market in Kigali ranges from 800
to 1,000 DU per year. About one quarter

Projected Structure of Supply New Dwellings Supply under Current
Conditions 2012-2022
Formal Supply
Supply Gap
Q3 + Q4 + Q5
17.190
11.775
Q1 + Q2
20.404
294.699
37.594
306.474
Totals
344,068

Examples of Informal Market Housing
Rental Houses in Kimisagara
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About three quarters of projected formal supply
of new dwellings corresponds to detached
units and the remaining are apartments. (see
examples below). Currently, apartments are
mostly for expatriates.

of formal supply is apartments. The rest
are detached units.
Supply in the formal market concentrates
on units costing USD 25,000 (equivalent
to about RWF 15,000,000) and more,
and is directed towards Q3, Q4 and
Q5 which together will demand 28,965
DU between 2012 and 2022. Estimated
project pipeline in this range is 17,190
DU. Therefore there is formal supply gap
of 11,775 DU yet to be filled in Q3, Q4
and Q5.
The largest supply there is gap is in Q1
and Q2, reaching 294.699 DU.
The largest supply gap is in Q1 and Q2.
These quintiles are projected to need
306,474 DU by 2022. The projected
formal supply in Q1 and Q2 is 20,404 DU,
resulting in a supply gap of 294,899 DU.

APARTMENTS
4.890
28%

DETACHED
12.300
72%

Examples of Formal Market Housing
Informal housing in Nyarugenge

Single Family Houses in Gikondo

Multi-storey apartments in Kacyru

The Kigali Housing Market
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1

Assessment of Existing Housing
Stock (2011)
1.1
Good Condition
1.2
To be Upgraded
Subtotal A (1.1 + 1.2)
1.3
To be Replaced

DU

%

42,710
71,487
114,197
108,803
223,000

19.15%
32.06%
48.79%
100,00%

QUESTION 3

KIGALI HOUSING REQUIREMENTS 2011-2022 IN DU

WHAT IS THE HOUSING DEMAND IN KIGALI FROM
2012 TO 2022?

Total housing needs in Kigali (20122022) reaches 458,265 dwelling units
(DU). These requirements could be met
by building new dwellings (344,068 DU),
plus existing acceptable housing stock
(114,197 DU ).
Existing housing stock in good condition
amounts to 42,710 DU. Housing stock
that is upgradable amounts to 7&,487 DU.
New dwelling demand is broken down into
subcategories of new demand depending
on the income level of households:

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
Subtotal B

3
Subtotal A
Subtotal B

New Dwellings (Including backlog) to
be built 2012-22
Social Housing
Affordable Housing
Mid-range Husing
Premium Housing
(2.1+2.2+2.3+2.4)

Meeting Housing Needs in Kigali
2012 - 22
Existing Housing Stock
New Dwellings
Total

DU

%

43,436
186,163
112,867
1,601
344,068

12.62%
54.11%
32.80%
0.47%
100,00%

DU

%

114,197
344,068
458.265

4.92%
5.08%
100.00%

Social Housing : 43,436 DU
(12.62%)
For households below the poverty line,
earning less than RWF 35,500 per month
(USD 59 per month). This type of demand
must be addressed by the government
through a subsidy system.
Affordable Housing: 186,163 DU
(54.11%)
This is demand from households earning
between 35,500 to 200,000 RWF per
month (USD 329 per month). It is the
largest segment of the market. Households
have some payment capacity and could
access a special rental market which may
include, for instance, rent-to-own leasing
mechanisms and other.
In this subcategory, existing upgradeable
housing may also be included. This
comprises an additional 71,487 DU,
which may be subject to retro-fitting
of infrastructure and improvement of
roof, bearing structure and walls by
means of micro-loans and could be an
integral component of affordable housing
developments.
Mid-range Housing: 112,867 DU
(32.80%)
This subcategory includes a wide variety
of income segments from approximately
RWF 200,001 per month (approximately
USD 330 per month) up to 2,500,000
RWF per month (USD 4,111 per month). It
is the second largest segment and most of
it may be eligible for traditional mortgage
financing.
Premium Housing: 1,601 DU
(0.47%)
This is housing demand for the highest
income segments of Kigali, with monthly
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KIGALI HOUSING DEMAND FORECAST MODEL
A. DEMAND, TYPOLOGY, FINANCING (DTF) MATRIX
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Financing

Quinle
(Q)

Monthly Gross Income
Range in Rwf
Typology
From

Mid-range

Premium
Exisng Stock

Low-rise row
hosing

Not ﬁnancing by
convenonal
Q1/Segment
mortgages, for 1/Above Poverty
instance, rent-toLine
own

USD

From

To

From

To

>

33.500

A1

43.436

9,48%

n.a.

2.711.089

n.a.

4.457

33.501

200.000

A2

186.163

40,62%

2.711.089

3.333.823

4.457

5.481

micro loans
Various exisng
Q1/Segment
(micro ﬁnance
typologies, mostly
1/Above Poverty
and mortgages)
low rise
Line
and other

AFFORDABLE NEW
MID-RANGE

Low rise and Midrise row housing
Q1/Segment 3 to
B1-B4, C1200.001 2.500.000
112.867
Mortgage loans
and mul storey
Q5/Segment 14
C3
apartments
Mul storey
apartments,
C3 and
<
1.601
Mortgage loans Q5/Segment 15 2.500.001
aached and
Detached
detached units
71.487

Various exisng
Exisng DU in
Mostly mortgage
typologies, mostly
Mostly in Q4 and
Good
loans or self
Q5
low rise but also
Condion
ﬁnancing
apartments
Aﬀordable
Upgraded

Rwf

% DU

344.068
Full subsidy,
some rent,
Low-rise row
Q1/Segment 1 /
contribuon with
housing(possibly in
Below Poverty
labor during
autoconstrucon)
Line
construcon
period

Aﬀordable
New

DU

To

New Dwellings

Social

Cost per DU

Above 2.000.000

33.501

200.000

PREMIUN

24,63%

3.333.823

69.827.778

5.481

EXISTING DU IN GOOD CONDITION

114.797

AFFORDABLE UPGRADED
SOCIAL

0,35%

69.827.779

<

114.797

<

Various
exisng

42.710

9,32%

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Upgraded
exisng
DU

71.487

15,60%

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Q5
Q4
Q3
Q2

Q1

458.265

100,00%

n.a. = not available

BREAKDOWN OF DEMAND FOR NEW HOUSING (2012 - 2022)
QUINTILE

From

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5

Monthly HH Income USD

Monthly HH Income RwF

SEGMENT

1<
2
3
4
5
6

100.001
200.001
300.001
400.001
500.001

To
100.000 <
200.000
300.000
400.000
500.000
600.000

8
9

700.001
800.001

800.000
900.000

11
12
13
14
15

1.000.001
1.100.001
1.500.001
2.000.001
2.500.001 <

1.100.000
1.500.000
2.000.000
2.500.000
TOTAL DU
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YEAR

YEAR

165
330
494
659
823

To
164
329
493
658
822
986

2012
13.720
4.567
1.957
1.367
866
579

2013
13.661
5.167
2.155
1.449
924
615

2014
13.603
5.758
2.396
1.546
987
656

2015
13.545
6.341
2.680
1.660
1.058
701

2016
13.488
6.915
3.005
1.795
1.136
751

2017
13.431
7.481
3.371
1.953
1.224
807

2018
13 . 37 4
8.039
3.777
2.137
1.324
869

2019
13.318
8.588
4.221
2.350
1.436
938

2020
13.262
9.130
4.703
2.594
1.563
1.014

2021
13.207
9.663
5.223
2.874
1.708
1.100

2022
13.152
10.189
5.778
3.189
1.873
1.196

1.316
1.316

1.315
1.480

338
234

357
248

379
264

402
281

428
299

455
320

485
342

518
367

554
394

594
423

637
455

1.645
1.809
2.467
3.289
4.111 <

1.808
2.466
3.288
4.110

133
301
129
59
95
24.982

140
306
142
63
103
26.003

147
311
155
71
109
27.094

156
317
169
77
118
28.257

165
323
183
87
127
29.501

176
330
197
95
139
30.827

187
338
212
106
151
32.244

199
346
227
117
164
33.756

213
355
243
131
179
35.372

228
366
259
143
198
37.096

244
377
276
158
218
38.936

From

TOTAL DU
147.761
81.838
39.266
22.914
14.100
9.225
7.035
5.147
3.627
2.599
1.987
3.669
2.193
1.107
1.601
344.068

TOTAL DU
PER
QUINTILE

PROPORTION

268.865

78%

46.239

13%

15.809

5%

8.254

2%

4.901

1%
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TYPOLOGY A

TYPOLOGY B

TYPOLOGY C

Low Rise
Row-houses ~79 DU/Ha (Net)

Low Rise and Mid Rise RowHouses ~159 DU/Ha (Net)

Apartments ~317 DU/Ha (Net)

QUESTION 4

ENVISAGED HOUSING TYPOLOGY

WHAT KIND OF HOUSING TYPOLOGY IS ENVISAGED
FOR KIGALI?

Based on an analysis of existing housing, cultural traditions, density needs,
costs, household income and topographic factors, three basic types of
dwellings are proposed:

Type A

Type C

Basic Row House (Low-Rise)

Apartment

Type A, consists of land with basic utility
services; a basic roof (net 45m²) built with
temporary technology1, for lower income
households in Q1. Type A could be built
using auto-construction by the future occupant (A1) or by contractor (A2).

These are four-story buildings, including
one or more apartment dwellings (70m²
to 135m² per apartment, plus common
areas). Apartments would be built with
reinforced concrete frame or reinforced
walls with hybrid technology1, enjoy
common amenities, destined mostly to
middle income households in Q4 and
higher income households in Q5 which
can afford multi-story dwelling units,
energy costs, and other costs associated
with indoor living and cooking. Apartment
buildings could be interspersed in rowhousing areas in order to form mixed
neighborhoods. Over time, row housing
plots could be converted into apartments.

Type B
Row House (Low Rise and Mid-Rise)

Net= Density calculated over residential land only, assuming an average of 60% of
said land for net residential use (Net/Net) and 40% for streets, common spaces and
services for same said residential land.
NB: These images only show form based programs, not recommended site design

GRADUAL INTRODUCTION OF
HOUSING TYPOLOGY IN KIGALI
(2012 - 2040)

Typology
Low-rise row house
Medium-rise rowhouse
Multi-storey
Apartments
Total DU

12

2022

2030

2040

Total

%

240,850

103,218

53,562

397,631

34.95%

68,814

77,413

214,249

360,477

31.68%

34,407

77,413

267,812

379,632

33.37%

344,071

258,044

535,623

1,137,740

100.00%

The Kigali Housing Market

These are contiguous dwellings aligned
into rows or clusters, (net building 45m² ~
90m²). This typology is proposed for Kigali
due to the fact that it could be adapted
to several topographic conditions, urban
densities and uses. It could be single or
multiple occupancy and single or multistory. This typology is cheaper to build
than high rise and can be enlarged and
improved in the course of the years. Also,
there are no charges for the maintenance
of semi-public space such as common
entry, stairs and so on. This type allows
incremental building while providing privacy and security to its occupants, and
responds to housing preferences of the
city’s inhabitants. Type B would be built in
hybrid technology1 and developed incrementally, mostly for households in Q2, Q3
and Q4.

This typology should be introduced
in Kigali in an incremental manner, in
order to adapt to existing and future
income capacity and mind-set of the
city’s population. One possible scenario
envisages Typology A as dominant until
2022, with Typologies B and C gradually
growing in importance. Then, in the year
2040, it is expected there will be a similar
number of units of each of these three
typologies.
Highrise residential construction (more
than 4 stories) shoud be an exception
in Kigali due to cultural, and cost
envirormental factors.

1) See proposed technology on following page.
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Reinforced concrete (RC) frame, in which
walls have no load-bearing function. RC
frame construction is considered as compulsory beyond five stories.

Temporary: Walls of stabilized mud bricks,
wood or metal frame roofing structure
covered with corrugated sheets (or similar
tiling), and floor of cement screed. It can
be used only for one-story houses, and is
easily replaced with a more permanent
structure in the course of the time.

Application of innovative techniques using local materials should be encouraged.
An example: Hydraform, interlocking drystacking blocks of soil with 12% of cement
compressed in a machine.

Hybrid: Load bearing walls of sand and
cement hollow blocks, reinforced concrete
tie-columns and ring-beams. It is used for
buildings up to six floors.

QUESTION 6

Based on local conditions, existing building materials, and technology, three construction techniques are recommended
for housing typology in Kigali:

QUESTION 5

WHAT ARE THE TYPICAL BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES
AND COSTS?

Labour is in general abundant due to extensive rural-to-urban migration. However,
special steps may be required to ensure
an adequate level of qualification and capacity of the labor force.

%
100%
0,44%
11,79%
87,77%
79,84%
7,93%
100%
14,48%
1,51%
40,55%
0,00%
43,45%

Type B and C
Hy b r i d
R w F /M 2
120.728
168
4.520
116.040
74.610
41.430
54.528
9.055
200
21.127
0
24.146
RWF 175.255,60
$288

%
100%
0,14%
3,74%
96,12%
61,80%
34,32%
100%
16,61%
0,37%
38,75%
0 ,00%
44,28%

Type C
RCF
R w F/M2
333.576
8.340
5.480
319.756
207.826
111.930
183.667
25.018
200
58.376
16.679
83.394
RWF 517.242,80
$850

%
100%
2,50%
1,64%
95,86%
62,30%
33,55%
100%
13,62%
0,11%
31,78%
9,08%
45,41%

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Cost structure for Types A and B consider the official price of land. If this were on private sector land
same cost could be considerable higher.
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QUESTION 7

ITEM
I . DIRE CT COST
1. Land
2. Site Development
3. Building
3.1 Structure
3.2 Finishing
II. INDIRECT COST
4. Professionnal Services
5. Building Permit
6. Financial (During Building Time)
7 . S a l e s & Ma r k e t in g
8. Developer Margin
Total in Rwf/m²
Total in USD/m²

Type A
Temporary
Rw F/M2
38.338
168
4.520
33.650
30.610
3.040
13.235
1.917
200
5.367
0
5.751
RWF 51.572,92
$85

Key building materials, such as cement,
steel bars and roofing materials are available in Kigali. However, an important proportion of materials, especially electric
materials, piping and fixtures, are imported from neighbouring countries and from
places such as Europe, the Middle East,
India and China. Building materials are, in
general, more expensive in Rwanda than
in other countries.
When considering large scale housing development, special supply chain and production measures for ensuring the supply
of material, would be advisable.

These building technologies are indicative
and do not preclude other qualified technologies.

Typical Cost Structure
(Current Prices in Kigali, RWF/USD = 608.27)

Technology

WHAT BUILDING MATERIALS AND LABOUR ARE
AVAILABLE IN KIGALI?

IS THERE TRUNK INFRASTRUCTURE?

Water and electricity networks are available in Kigali. Sewerage networks are
limited, although plans and financing for
some areas are currently being implemented.
However, large scale housing developments may need to consider autonomous
(off the grid) supply of utilities. ( this issue
is currenty under evolution, infrastructure
availability should be clarified with One
Stop Centre and Ministry of Infrastructure
prior to development).

The Kigali Housing Market
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Available Land Growth in Kigali - KCMP
District

Hectares

Urban
Area

Natural
Constraints

GASABO

43,002.00

5.50%

36.09%

KICUKIRO

16,702.00
13,423.00
73,127.00

13.30%
12.00%

42.56%
64.97%

NYARUGENGE
TOTAL IN
KIGALI

Growth
Potential
(Has)
25,122.00

Growth
Potential
(%)
58.40%

Total % per
District

7,379.00
3,089.00
35,590.00

44.20%
23.00%
48,67%

100.00%
100.00%

100.00%

GASABO

58.40%

KICUKIRO

44.20%

NYARUGENGE

23,00%

These are gross land surfaces which include
residential land and other uses. Details should be
consulted with One Stop Centre.

QUESTION 9

According with the Kigali Conceptual Master plan, there are 35,590 Ha of land for Potential Growh in Kgali, distributed as follows:

QUESTION 8

WHAT IS THE AVAILABLE LAND?

WHAT IS THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK?

The overall framework for the planning of
housing developments in Kigali is provided by the Kigali Conceptual Master Plan,
District Plans and Sub-Area Plans, especially in regards to zoning and densities.
Consultation with the One stop Centre is
adviseable on the potential for development of any site.
Kigali Constuction One Stop Center
handles all property development
and approvals except for single family
residence, which is handled at the district
level. The property development and
construction permitting process follows
three steps:
1. The pre-application consultation to
determine if the site is developable and
for what density;
2. Preliminary Application;

Land reform has been undertaken in
Rwanda between 2005-2012. All land has
been registered to owners, who control
or grant lease contracts. When land is
developed according to the plan and taxes
are paid, property owners may acquire full
title.

official appraisal to be conducted prior
to sale. A recent offering in greenfield
site was approximately RWF 500-600/
m2 (less than $1/m2) not including assets.
This model is used for projects in which
the public sector intervenes for (typically
large scale) projects in the public interest.

Land for development may be acquired
in one of two ways: Through the property
market, which is growing; or through public
expropriation (used only for projects in the
public good).

The second market is the privately traded
land market, which is emerging but not
fully fledged. Prices in this market are still
fluctuating wildly and have yet to settle into
predictable patterns or “what the market
will bear”. A current assessment of land
available for housing in a greenfield site
showed land for sale for RWF 3800 (or
about $6/m2). However, efforts are under
way to establish a transparent multi-list
and certify real estate brokers, which will
enable the growth of the land market and
more market efficiency.

There is a two tier land market. The first
is the official market where land is bought
and sold at the official rate published in
the Official Gazette under Public Law. In
this case, there are published rates for
different parts of the city by sector and
cell for land. Assets (such as buildings
and crops) are also added on in the
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3. Final Application.
In terms of building codes, a great attention has been given by the Government, in
particular by the Ministry of Infrastructure,
to ensure that new buildings, especially
those to be used by the public, are designed following established architectural
standards and calculated and executed in
accord with sound engineering practices.

In 2006, the Norms of Construction and
Urbanism in Rwanda, prepared in collaboration with UN Habitat, were published
by MININFRA.
In 2009, the Law governing construction
and urban development was passed by
Parliament.
In 2010, MININFRA published the Rwanda
Building Control Regulations “to promote
an adequate, safe and well maintained
building and transport infrastructure”.
MININFRA has published, also in 2010,
the setting conditions for the delivery
of building permits. The control on the
respect of these conditions is entrusted
to a Committee, not yet established, but
expected to take the form of Councils, at
central and local level.
The law governing architecture and
engineering services in Rwanda is
expected to be approved by Parliament
soon. In the interim MININFRA has issued
provisional instructions on the matter,
fixing the rules of provision of those
services by Rwandans and expatriates,
and giving the two Associations –of
Architects and Engineers– authorization
to register certified professionals in the
respective fields.

The Kigali Housing Market
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Premium and
Mid-range Housing
(mortgage finance)

Monthly
income (RWF)

% of
Population

900,00 <

3.77

200,00 900,000

29.5

33,500 200,000

54.11

< 33,500

12.62

Affordable Housing
(Rent-to-own and
other francing)

Social Housing
(Subsidy)

The Rent-to-Own Model for Lower Income Households (Q1)

1. Rental contract

Pay rent for X years
Build credit record

Exclusive right to purchase DU
2. Transfer of Property to HH
Accumulated rents
(or part of it) used as
down payment
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Mortgage loan to pay
for Y years

QUESTION 10

Possible Housing Finance Modalities per Housing Category

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SOURCES OF FINANCING?

Housing Finance in Rwanda
Mortgage financing in Rwanda is
accessible to households with monthly
income greater than RWF 900,000 (3.8%
of population in Rwanda). In 2012, 96.2%
of households had no access to housing
finance.
Housing Finance in Kigali
There has been a clear increase in the
provision of mortgage finance in Rwanda
since 2004. The provision of mortgage
finance has been recently estimated
between RWF 64.7 and RWF 84 billion.
The number of banks offering mortgage
finance is also greater than a few years
ago. In 2012, the main providers of
mortgage finance are BCR, KCBR, BK,
and BRD. A few microfinance institutions
such as Zigama CSS are also actively
growing their mortgage loan portfolio.
BNR has taken over BHR mortgage
assets (valued at RWF 8 Billion) and by
issuing new loans, has doubled the value
of the portfolio.

the banks. However, most people in these
brackets do pay rent and therefore should
be able to contribute to the cost of the DU
provided to them. A rent to own solution
would fit with that rental pattern.
Below the poverty line (lowest part of Q1):
Subsidy
The lowest income segments are below
the poverty line and would not be able to
pay any housing loan or even rent. At that
level, this is a livelihood problem which
is broader than housing. Special subsidy
support and a host or public polices,
funds, etc. should be considered for this
social group.

High and middle income strata (Q2, Q3,
Q4, Q5): Mortgage Finance
Mortgage finance is already available
for the higher income group (people
earning above RWF 900,000 per month).
Assuming availability of housing units
in the RWF 5 to 30 million ranges, all
providers of mortgage finance have
declared their willingness to go down
market and to provide housing finance
for lower income group (monthly income
between RWF 200,000 and 900,000).
Lower income segments (Q1):
Rent-to-Own
For monthly income segments ranging
from RWF 33,500 to 200,000, mortgage
finance would not be accessible through
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QUESTION 11

Stakeholder Mapping Kigali Housing Sector
PUBLIC SECTOR: Policies and Regulations
Ministry of Infrastructure (MININFRA)
Rwanda Housing Authority (RHA)
Other Government Entities
Ministry of Economy and Planning
National Land Centre
City of Kigali
One Stop Centre (OSC)
District Offices

WHO ARE THE STAKEHOLDERS IN THE HOUSING
MARKET?

Access to adequate housing is
considered a right in Rwanda. This
concept emanates out of the Rwanda
Development Plan (RDP) of 1994, which
indicates that minimum housing must be
provided to all.
Responsibility for housing provision
was delegated on the Ministry of
Infrastructure (MININFRA), which in
2011 formed the Rwanda Housing
Authority (RHA) to implement national
housing, urbanization, construction and
asset management policies.

Civil society participates primarily in
the areas of partnership, advocacy
and research on and for the housing
sector. Civil society includes housing
cooperatives, research institutions, such
as The Kigali Institute of Technology
(KIST), neighbourhood associations,
donors and NGOs. Recent experience
in Rwanda and elsewhere indicate that
housing cooperatives may become an
important actor, given theire capacity
to organize end-useres of housing,
pool resources and become sources of
financing, promoters and builders.

PRIVATE SECTOR: Housing Delivery
At the national level, policies are
coordinated by MININFRA with the
Ministry of Economy and Finance, which
oversees economic planning, finance
and development cooperation.

Housing Finance Providers
Property Developers
Construction Industry
Building Supplies Industry
Professional Community
Land Owners

CIVIL SOCIETY: Partnership,
Research and Advocacy
Housing Cooperatives
NGOs
Kigali Institute of Technology (KIST) / other academia
Donors
Neighbourhood Associations
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END
USERS

General planning, policies and regulations
for the City of Kigali are centralized by
the Kigali City Council which coordinates
with the Rwanda Housing Authority
(RHA) and, at the local level, with the
District Offices.

It is expected that the Government
of Rwanda and the City of Kigali will
establish a Housing Agency that will
coordinate all strategy, planning, financial
and investment aspects, and publicprivate partnership activities for housing
development in Kigali.

The One Stop Center provides permit
issuance and assessment services for
larger-scale developments. Individual
residential projects are managed through
the three District Offices (Nyarugenge,
Gasabo and Kicukiro).
On the private sector side, the main
stakeholders are the providers of housing
finance and private developers, as well
as the construction industry, building
materials industry and all professionals
and services linked to the delivery of
housing.

The Kigali Housing Market
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BENCHMARKING
WORLD
EXAMPLES
OF
HOUSING
TYPOLOGY
FOR
THE
CITY
OF KIGALI
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WORLD EXAMPLES PURPOSE AND CRITERIA

Twenty examples

Topographic location

have been chosen from around the world
to serve as inspiration to developers and
architects as to the type of housing that
could be developed in Rwanda. However,
each country has its own history and
culture, and therefore these examples
should be seen as "ideas" that can be
used to design appropriated Rwanda
housing. However, each of them has been
selected for one or several characteristics
close to the Rwandan conditions. These
examples comply with one or several of
the following criteria:

similar to the sloping terrain of the Rwandan hills.

Climatic conditions
requiring strong natural ventilation
against humidity (rather than isolation
from extreme temperatures.)

Moderate size
of the dwellings.

Potentiality
for enlargement and/or improvement of
the dwellings.

Local materials use
Construction cost
affordable to income segments in Kigali.

Replicability
some examples combine more of the
above criteria than others; hence they
are naturally apt to closer imitation in the
Rwandan environment.

Originality
of design beyond the common, unimaginative patterns.

Cultural setting
in highly animated, popular environment.

The Kigali Housing Market
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THE OBJECTIVE

A study into affordable housing for a village
in the Overberg, Western Cape

1. to create the mental infrastructure needed
for the organisational framework to build ca
400 sustainable dwellings for low income
households in the Village of Stanford, and

South Africa
Final Report 20-11-2011
2009 - ongoing

ARCHITECT Frederik Groos
CLIENT Swedish International Development Agency
ADDRESS New Brighton Port Elizabeth
DWELLING/N°400
DWELLING SIZE 45 sq.m./70 sq.m.
N° FLOORS 1
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2. To create a steering group that will develop
a working model towards that goal (based
on the expertise assembled during the workshop) The possibility of a PPP (a Public Private partnership)

Q1

THE STANFORD HOUSING INITIATIVE

BENCHMARKING WORLD EXAMPLES OF HOUSING
TYPOLOGY FOR THE CITY OF KIGALI

Q1

BENCHMARKING WORLD EXAMPLES OF HOUSING
TYPOLOGY FOR THE CITY OF KIGALI

SUBSIDISED HOUSING in
Soweto
South Africa
2009 - ongoing

ARCHITECT 26’10 South Architects, Peter
Rich Architects
CLIENT City of Johannesburg Gauteng
department of housing
DWELLING N° 25000
DWELLING SIZE
Type SH1 43,5 sq.m.
Type SR2 38,0 sq.m.
Type SH2 42,5 sq.m.
Type SR3 36,0 sq.m.
N° FLOORS 1

The Lufhereng Greenfields Project functions
as an extension to the west of Soweto and
is conceived as a residential area in which
low, medium and high density housing is
integrated with urban agriculture, transportation as well as social and commercial facilities. The initial brief required a move away
from the typical township landscape towards
a more socially and economically sustainable environment. Firmly locked into a RDP¹
/ BNG² brief as well as severe geological
constraints, it took six years to realise 1 200
subsidised houses out of a proposed 25 000
unit development.

The Kigali Housing Market
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Q2

BENCHMARKING WORLD EXAMPLES OF HOUSING
TYPOLOGY FOR THE CITY OF KIGALI

Q2
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VIVENDA SOCIAL DINAMICA
sinDeuda
Chile

ELEMENTAL is a for profit company with social interest, whose shareholders are the Universidad Católica de Chile, COPEC (Chilean
Oil Company) and the Elemental founders.

2004

ELEMENTAL’s first project in Iquique, back
in 2001, consisted in re-establishing 93 families on the site where they had been squatting for the last 30 years with a budget of just
US$7,500 per family.

1958 / 60
ARCHITECT Roland SimounetCLIENT
ADDRESS Djenan el-Hassan
DWELLING/N°207 Houses
HOUSING DENSITY 900/ha

THE RESULTS? People were able to double the square meters of their initial homes
(36 square meters) for only US$1.000 each.
5 years later, any house in the Elemental
Iquique project is now valued at over

N° FLOORS 1

ARCHITECT Elemental-Alejandro Aravena
CLIENT Minvu, Government of Chile
ADDRESS Av. Pedro Prado, Iquiqhe
GFA 3.620 sq.m.
DWELLING N°93 Houses
DWELLING SIZE 30 sq.m./72 sq.m.
ANCILLARY SERVICES Parking and public facilities

207 HOUSES DJENAN EL-HASSAN
Alger

US$20.000.
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1999 - 2003
ARCHITECT Antonio Jiménez Torrecillas,
Elisa Valero
CLIENT Junta de Andalucía
ADDRESS Alameda, Malaga
DWELLINGS N° 14
DWELLINGS SIZE 70 sq.m.
GFA 1.072,06 sq.m.
N° FLOORS 2

26 BIOCLIMATIC SOCIAL
HOUSING
Spain
1999 - 2003
ARCHITECT Gabriel Verd, Simone Solinas
CLIENT EPSA
ADDRESS Umbrete (Seville)
DWELLINGS N° 26
DWELLINGS SIZE 90 sq.m.
BUILDING TYPE Clustered low-rise Row
house
GFA 2.696 sq.m. + 1.597 sq.m.
(site development)
N° FLOORS 2

The architecture belongs to the place, which
conditions it and makes it singular. The urban layout and topography, and its ensuing
definition as an observation space, as well
as its insertion in the landscape, the lighting conditions and the use of materials are
at the root of an idea that has materialized
here in a way that continues popular Andalusian traditions—white houses in a white
village.
photographer Fernando Alda
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Q3

SELF-CONSTRUCTED HOMES
Spain
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generating this way some modifications to
the standard model of this social Andalusian
houses. The global image is almost not affected by these differences. It allows the formalization of a project where from the outside you just note the different cells by which
it is composed, and offers a vision of unity
and an image that dialogues with the urban
path, living harmoniously with the examples
of traditional domestic architecture.

The project for the building of 26 Bioclimatic
Social Houses in Umbrete aims to define two
key concepts at the same time: the standard
house and the global image of the intervention, as well as the relation of both with the
urban context. Our purpose is to exploit the
available surface completely, without leaving any space unused. This with a series of
full and empty volumes, establishing a close
connection between each other and defining
the whole project.
The standard House is repeated always the
same, slightly modified only to be adapted
to the irregular shape of one side of the plot,
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1961
ARCHITECT Atelier 5
ADDRESS NW of Bern at Halenbrücke
bridge Bern
DWELLINGS N° 81
DWELLINGS SIZE
TYPE 12 160 sq.m.
TYPE 380 180 sq.m.
BUILDING TYPE Row house
Terrace
N° FLOORS 3
ANCILLARY SERVICES Parking, pool,
club facilities, central heating
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Siedlung Halen has become the canonical
prototype for low-rise, high density housing in the last half of the 20th century. This
community of 81 terraced houses built on a
south-facing hillside on the outskirts of the
city of Bern incorporates many of the ideas
of the modernist program of the 1920’s about
community and privacy, garden city notions
of a healthy life-style in a suburban setting,
and attitudes about materials and standardization. Dwellings come in two basic sizes
but are used with several different additions
to form different units with studios, or other
rooms. The dimensions of the Type 12 houses are about 5 x 14 meters while the Type
380 is about 4 x 14meters in size. This is also
a very early example of the application of
green roof technology and sustainable building systems.

Q4

HALEN
Switzerland
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ROKKO HOUSING I
Japan
1981-1983
ARCHITECT Tadao Ando
ADDRESS Kobe, Hyogo
GFA Site area 1852,0 sq.m. Floor area
1779.0 sq.m.
BUILDING TYPE Row house
Terrace
DWELLING SIZE 77 sq.m.
ANCILLARY SERVICES Parking, pool,
club facilities, central heating

“The building is composed of a group of

units, each measuring 5.8 meters by 4.8 meters. In section, it conforms to the slope, and
in plan, it is symmetrical. In ascending the
slope, gaps are intentionally created. The
gaps relate to each other and unite the entire building; at the same time they serve as a
plaza. A total of 20 units are mounted along
the slope creating exclusive terraces facing
various directions overlooking the ocean.
I expect that life in these diverse units will
concentrate around the terrace and the opportunity to communicate with nature.”
Tadao Andoand an image that dialogues
with the urban path, living harmoniously with
the examples of traditional domestic architecture.
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Denmark
2010 / 12
ARCHITECT BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group
CLIENT Høpfner a/S, Danish Oil Company
a/S
GFA 33.000 sq.m.
DWELLINGS N° 80 apartments
DWELLING SIZE 90 sq.m.
ANCILLARY SERVICES 480 parking spots
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The Mountain Dwellings appear as a suburban neighbourhood of garden homes flowing
over a 10-storey building – suburban living
with urban density. The roof gardens consist
of a terrace and a garden with plants changing character according to the changing
seasons. The building has a huge watering
system which maintains the roof gardens.
The only thing that separates the apartment
and the garden is a glass façade with sliding
doors to provide light and fresh air. The residents of the 80 apartments will be the first in
Orestaden to have the possibility of parking
directly outside their homes.

Q5

How do you combine the splendours of the
suburban backyard with the social intensity
of urban density?

MD HOUSE
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CARABANCHEL HOUSING

Spain
2007
ARCHITECT Foreign Office Architects
(FOA)
CLIENT Empresa Municipal
GFA 11.384 sq.m.
DWELLINGS N° 87 apartments
DWELLING SIZE
VT 1 44 sq.m - VT 2 45 sq.m
VT 3 44 sq.m - VT4 67 sq.m.
VT5 72 sq.m - VT7 79 sq.m
VT8/9 82 sq.m

The residential units are therefore opened
to two different gardens on each orientation,
and are fully glazed in the façades. Each
side of the building is provided with a 1.5m
wide terrace along the full façade that will
make possible a semi-exterior type of use
during certain seasons. These terraces are
enclosed with bamboo louvers mounted on
folding frames that will provide with the necessary protection from the strong East-West
sun exposure.
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HOW TO GET MORE INFORMATION?
More detailed information could be provided by the
One-Stop-Centre, City of Kigali, or at the following
website:
www.kigalicity.gov.rw (please see link to housing)
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KIGALI
A R I S I N G S TA R I N A F R I C A

THE KIGALI HOUSING MARKET
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